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We study the positive radial solutions of a semilinear elliptic equation 2u+ f (u)=0,
where f (u) has a supercritical growth order for small u>0 and a subcritical growth
order for large u. By showing the uniqueness of positive solutions behaving like
O( |x| 2&n) at infinity, we give an almost complete description for the structure of
positive radial solutions. As a consequence, we also prove the uniqueness of positive
solutions of the nonlinear Dirichlet problem for the equation in a finite ball.
 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let Rn (n3) denote the usual n-dimensional Euclidean space, and 0 be
a finite ball centered at the origin of Rn. We are concerned here with the
uniqueness of radial solutions of the problem
2u+f (u)=0 in 0,
(1.1)
u>0 in 0, u=0 in 0,
or
2u+f (u)=0 in Rn,
(1.2)
u>0 in Rn, u  0 as |x|  ,
where f is locally Lipschitz continuous in [0, ) and satisfies f (0)=0.
Problems (1.11.2) arise in various circumstances, for example, in the ‘‘fast
diffusion’’ phenomenon in plasma physics (see Berryman and Holland
[2]). It is by now well known that all positive solutions of (1.1) are
radially symmetric (see Gidas, Ni and Nirenberg [8]).
When f (u)=u p, 1<p<(n+2)(n&2), it was proved in [8] that
problem (1.1) has a unique solution, while problem (1.2) has no radial
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solutions at all. On the other hand, when f (u)=u p, p(n+2)(n&2), we
can use the powerful Identity of Pohozaev [25] to demonstrate that there
exist no solutions to (1.1), but infinitely many solutions to (1.2). The
exponent (n+2)(n&2) is critical from the point of view of Sobolev
embedding. It seems interesting to ask what happens if the nonlinearity f
is not a pure power of u, or, if f has both subcritical and supercritical
growth in u>0.
In the present paper, we shall consider problems (1.11.2) for the
nonlinearity f which has a supercritical growth for small u>0 and a
subcritical growth for large u. More precisely, we shall impose the following
conditions on f (u):
(f0) f (0)=0, and f (u)>0 in u>0;
(f1) f is superlinear, i.e., 0<f (u)<uf $(u) in u>0;
(f2) the function g(u) :=uf $(u)f (u) is a decreasing function of u>0
and limt   g(u)<(n+2)(n&2), while limt  0 g(u)>(n+2)(n&2).
A typical model is
f (u)={u
p
uq
u1,
u<1,
(1.3)
where 1<p<(n+2)(n&2)<q. To deal with the radial solutions of
problems (1.11.2), we set t=|x|, and consider the initial value problem
u"+
n&1
t
u$+ f (u)=0 t>0,
(1.4)
u(0)=:>0, u$(0)=0.
It was proved by Peletier and Serrin [23] that there is a unique solution
to (1.4). We shall denote this solution by u(t, :). It is called a crossing
solution if there exists a b(:), 0<b(:)< such that u(b(:), :)=0, and
u(t, :)>0 for 0<t<b(:); a fast decaying solution if it is positive for all
t>0 and there is a constant c, 0<c< such that limt   tn&2u(t)=c;
and a slowly decaying solution if it is positive for all t>0 and
limt   tn&2u(t)=.
Now we state the main Theorems of this paper for the special case (1.3)
to make the essence of our results simple and transparent. On the global
structure of the set of solutions of (1.4), our result is
Theorem 1. Let f be defined as in (1.3). There exists a unique
1<:*<+ such that:
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(i) If 0<:<:*, then u(t, :) is a slowly decaying solution, and
limt   t2(q&1)u(t)=c*, where c*=[(2(q&1))(n&2&(2(q&1)))]1(q&1)
>0.
(ii) If :=:*, then u(t, :*) is a fast decaying solution. Moreover,
u(t, :*) intersects with u(t, :), 0<:<:*, exactly once in t>0.
(iii) If :>:*, then u(t, :) is a crossing solution. Moreover, b(:) is a
strictly decreasing function of :.
On the existence and uniqueness of solutions to problems (1.11.2), we
have
Theorem 2. Let f be defined as in (1.3). Then we have
(i) there exist infinitely many slowly decaying solutions to problem (1.2);
(ii) there exists a unique fast decaying radial solution to problem (1.2);
(iii) there exists a unique solution to problem (1.1).
In the main body of this paper we shall devote to prove Theorems 12.
As we shall see, our proof can be extended to more general case. Namely,
the same result of Theorem 2 can be obtained when f satisfies (f0f2).
The uniqueness problem of (1.1)(1.2) has been a subject of extensive
studies in recent years. When f (u) satisfies (f0)(f1), Ni [21], and Ni and
Nussbaum [22] have given some sufficient conditions for the uniqueness of
radial solutions to problem (1.1). More generally, they considered the cases
when f may have t-dependence and 0 may be a ball or an annulus. The
study of the uniqueness of problem (1.2) can be traced back to Coffman
[5] who treated the case when f (u)=u3&u, and n=3. His study was
continued and generalized by Peletier and Serrin [23, 24], and McLeod
and Serrin [18]. In an important development of Kwong [13], it was
proved that there is a unique positive solution to 2u&u+u p=0 when
1<p<(n+2)(n&2). For other relevant results, see [4, 7, 1417].
It is worth noting that a similar structure theorem to Theorem 1 was
given in Kawano, Yanagida and Yotsutani [12] where they treated the
equation 2u+K( |x| ) u p=0, p>1, n3. A model case of this equation, the
so-called Matukuma’s equation with K( |x| )=(1+|x| 2)&1 and 1<p<
(n+2)(n&2) was considered in Yanagida [28]. By an innovative use
of the Pohozaev identity, the uniqueness of fast decaying solutions was
established. His result was extended in Kwong and Li [14].
The existence of decaying solutions to the equation of (1.1) in Rn was
studied extensively by Kajikiya [911]. A model case of the nonlinearities
he considered was
f (u)={ |u|
p&1u
|u|q&1u
|u|1
|u|<1,
(1.5)
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where 1<p<(n+2)(n&2)<q. Note that (1.5) reduces to (1.3) when
u>0. Specified to (1.5), his result asserts that the equation 2u+ f (u)=0
has at least one fast decaying radial solution u(t) with u(0)>0 that has
exactly k zeros in 0<t<, for any given integer k0. The uniqueness of
these solutions relative to the number of zeros in (0, ) remains an open
problem. The same problem also arises in Berestycki and Lions [1],
McLeod et al. [19] and Troy [27]. For the results on the study of the
uniqueness of radial solutions with given number of zeros, see Coffman and
Marcus [6], Nagasaki [20] and Ni and Nussbaum [22].
We shall employ a shooting argument to prove the main theorems. The
remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we shall collect
some preliminary results on the general properties of solutions to problem
(1.4). In Section 3, we shall show that a fast decaying solution has exactly one
intersection point with any slowly decaying solution. Then we can prove that
the variational function of the fast decaying solution has exactly one zero in
(0, ). In Section 4, we shall investigate the asymptotical behavior of the
variational function, and prove that any solution u(t, :) with : slightly bigger
than the initial value of the fast decaying solution is a crossing solution. In
the final section, after proving that b(:) is a strictly decreasing function of :
for all large :, we can complete the proof of the main theorems.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section, we collect some preliminary results on the general
properties of solutions of (1.4). Throughout the remainder of the paper, we
shall assume that condition (f0) is always satisfied. In what follows, we let
u(t) or u(t, :) denote the solution of (1.4). For any given :>0, we define
b(:) to be the first zero of u(t, :) i.e., u(b(:), :)=0 and u(t, :)>0 for
0<t<b(:). If u(t, :)>0 for all t>0, we simply set b(:)=.
Proposition 2.1. Let :>0, and u(t, :) and b(:) be as above. Then we have
(i) u$(t, :)<0 for t # (0, b(:)).
(ii) Suppose that ( f1) holds. Let :1>0, :2>0, and :1 {:2 . Let
u1=u(t, :1), and u2=u(t, :2). If u1 or u2 is either a crossing solution or a
fast decaying solution, then the graphs of u1 and u2 in the t&u plane must
intersect at least once in (0, min[b(:1), b(:2)]).
(iii) (Pohozaev [25]) Let F(u)#u0 f (s) ds, then
|
t
0
[(n&2) uf (u)&2nF(u)] {n&1 d{
=&(n&2) u$(t) u(t) tn&1 u$2(t) tn&2F(u(t)) tn. (2.1)
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Proof. The identity of (iii) is the well-known Pohozaev Identity (see
[25]), we omit its proof here.
(i) Multiply the equation of (1.4) by tn&1 to get
(tn&1u$)$=&tn&1f (u). (2.2)
which leads to, for all t # (0, b(:)),
tn&1u$=&|
t
0
{n&1f (u) d{<0.
Hence u$(t, :)<0 in (0, b(:)).
(ii) Without loss of generality, we may assume :2>:1 . Suppose to
the contrary that the graphs of u1 and u2 in the t&u plane are disjointed.
Then u2>u1 in 0t<b(:1)=min[b(:1), b(:2)]. It is easy to see that if
b(:1)<, then u1(:1 , b(:1))=0 and u$(:1 , b(:1))<0. If u1>0 in t>0,
then u2>u1>0 for all t>0. We shall show that each case leads to a
contradiction.
Recall from (2.2) that
(tn&1u$1)$+tn&1f (u1)=0,
(tn&1u$2)$+tn&1f (u2)=0.
Multiply the first equation by u2 , and the second by u1 , and after subtraction
we have
(tn&1(u$1u2&u$2 u1))$=&tn&1(u2 f (u1)&u1 f (u2)).
Integrate this identity over (0, t) to get
tn&1(u$1 u2&u$2 u1)=&|
t
0
{n&1(u2 f (u1)&u1 f (u2)) d{. (2.3)
Now, if b(:1)<, then we take t=b(:1) in (2.3) so that the left side is
tn&1(u$1 u2&u$2 u1)| t=b(:1)=b(:1)
n&1 u$1(b(:1) u2(b(:1)))0.
On the other hand, in (0, b(:1)), we have 0<u1<u2 , which implies
u2f (u1)&u1f (u2)<0 in (0, b(:1)) because of (f1). Thus the right side of
(2.3) is positive. We obtain a contradiction.
If u1>0 in t>0, then u2>u1>0 in t>0. In this case, u1 or u2 is a fast
decaying solution, which behaves like t2&n for large t. Hence
lim
t  
tn&1(u$1 u2&u$2 u1)=0.
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While the same argument as above will show that
|

0
{n&1(u2 f (u1)&u1 f (u2)) d{<0.
We again obtain a contradiction.
In the remainder of this section, we shall recall some results from
Kajikiya [1011] which provide some detailed information of the
asymptotic behavior of u(t, :). For the sake of simplicity, we shall restrict
the nonlinearity f to be (1.3).
Lemma 2.2 (Kajikiya [11]). Let f (u) be defined as in (1.3). Suppose
that u(t)=u(t, :)>0 in t>0. Then u(t, :) is either a fast decaying solution
or a slowly decaying solution. It satisfies exactly one of the following:
(i) lim
t  
tn&2u(t)=c, 0<c<;
(ii) lim
t  
t2(q&1)u(t)=c*,
where c* is defined as in Theorem 1.
Here we give only an outline of the proof of Lemma 2.2. A detailed proof
was given in [11]. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.2, it was proved in
[10] that u(t) satisfies
lim
t  
u(t)= lim
t  
u$(t)=0.
Hence, there exists a T:>0 such that u(t, :) satisfying
u"+
n&1
t
u$+uq=0 for t>T: .
A suitable change of variables can be employed to reduce this equation to
a certain second order autonomous equation. To complete the proof, the
standard phase plane analysis was employed in [11] to investigate
the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of the autonomous differential
equation.
Lemma 2.3 (Kajikiya [11]). Let f (u) be defined as in (1.3). If 0<:1,
then u(t, :) is a slowly decaying solution, i.e., u(t, :)>0 in t>0 and
limt   t2(q&1)u(t, :)=c*.
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This lemma is a part of Lemma 4.3 of [11]. It can be proved by a
combination of the Pohozaev Identity and Lemma 2.2. We omit the details
here.
3. INTERSECTION PROPERTIES
In this section, we investigate the intersection properties of decaying
solutions. The main purpose is to show that a fast decaying solution intersect
each slowly decaying solution exactly once in t>0. This result will be
stated in Lemma 3.3, which is crucial in the next section in studying the
oscillatory and asymptotic behavior of the variational function of the fast
decaying solution.
To make our presentation simpler and more transparent, in the remainder
of this paper we shall assume that the nonlinearity f is given by (1.3),
unless otherwise specified. But in a few remarks, we shall briefly explain
how our proof can be extended to more general cases.
Define:
N :=[: | :>0, u(t, :) has a finite zero b(:) in (0, )].
Df : =[: | :>0, u(t, :) is a positive and fast decaying solution in (0, )].
Ds : =[: | :>0, u(t, :) is a positive and slowly decaying solution (0, )].
D :=Df _ Ds .
By Lemma 2.2, we see that N _ D=(0, ).
Lemma 3.1. The sets N, Ds are open in (0, ), and Df is closed.
Proof. That N is open is a simple consequence of continuous dependence
of solutions of initial value problems for ordinary differential equations. It
remains to prove that Ds is open.
For any : # D, it follows from Lemma 2.2 that there exists some T:>0
such that 0<u(t, :)<1 for all t>T: , and then u(t, :) satisfies
u"+
n&1
t
u$+uq=0 t # (T: , ), (3.1)
Now we employ the change of variables as in [11]. Let
x(s)=t;u(t), t=es, ;=
2
q&1
. (3.2)
Then (3.1) is transformed into an autonomous differential equation
x"+ax$&bx+xq=0 s # (log T: , ), (3.3)
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where a=n&2&2;(>0), b=;(n&2&;)(>0). Define
E(u(t, :))#E(u, t)#E(x(s, :))#E(x, s)
#
1
2
x$2(s)+
1
q+1
x(s)q+1&
b
2
x(s)2, (3.4)
then
dE(x, s)
ds
=&ax$(s)20. (3.5)
Since the zeros of x$(s) are isolated, it follows that E(x, s) is a strictly
decreasing function of s.
Note that for any : # Ds , we have x(s)  c*, x$(s)  0 as s  , so then,
lim
t  
E(u, t)= lim
s  
E(x, s)=
1
q+1
(c*)q+1&
b
2
c*2=d<0, (3.6)
where
d=&
q&1
2(q+1)
b(q+1)(q&1)<0. (3.7)
For any : # Df , we have x(s)  0, x$(s)  0, so
lim
t  
E(u, t)= lim
t  
E(x, s)=0. (3.8)
While if : # N, then b(:)< and
E(u, b(:))=E(x, log b(:))0. (3.9)
Now we fix an :0 # Ds , and find a T1>T: such that
E(u(T1 , :0))<&
d
2
.
If =>0 is sufficiently small, and : # (:0&=, :0+=), then we have
0<u(T1 , :)<1, and E(u(T1 , :))<&
d
4
. (3.10)
Combining (3.5), (3.9) and (3.10) we see that u(t, :) is not a crossing solution.
Since E(u(t, :)) is monotonically decreasing, we have
lim
t  
E(u(t, :))&
d
4
<0.
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Hence :  Df , which implies : # Ds and Ds is an open set. The proof is
completed.
Define
A :=[: | :>0, u(t, :$) is a slowly decaying solution for every :$ # (0, :)].
(3.11)
The set A is nonempty, in fact (0, 1)/A. That A is bounded above follows
from the existence of crossing solutions. In fact, it is proved that crossing
solutions exist if f (u) has a subcritical growth in a neighborhood of infinity,
(see [3, 9] and [26]). So we can define:
: :=sup [: | : # A]. (3.12)
As a consequence of Lemma 3.1, we conclude that : # Df . By Lemma 2.3,
we have : >1.
Next we shall show that u(t, : ) intersects u(t, :), : # A exactly once in
(0, ). Note that in Proposition (ii) we proved that they intersect at least
once.
Lemma 3.2. There exists a sufficiently small =>0 such that u(t, : )
intersects u(t, :) exactly once in (0, ) for each : # (0, =).
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then there exists a sequence [:i]i=1 ,
:i<1, :i  0 as i   such that u(t, :) intersects each u(t, :i) at least
twice. Let the first two intersection points of u(t, : ) with u(t, :i) occur at
t=ai , bi , ai<bi . Then we have
lim
i  
ai= lim
i  
bi=+. (3.13)
Set
L(:, t)#&(n&2) u$(t, :) u(t, :) tn&1&u$(t, :)2 tn&2F(u(t, :)) tn, (3.14)
P(:, t)#(n&2) u(:, t) f (u(:, t))&2nF(u(:, t)). (3.15)
Then the Pohozaev identity (2.1) becomes
|
t
0
P(:, {) {n&1 d{=L(:, t). (3.16)
Since :i<1, we have u(t, :i)<1 for all t # (0, ), and so
P(:i , t)=\n&2& 2nq+1+ uq+1>0.
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By (3.16) we have
L(:i , t)>0 for all t # (0, ). (3.17)
On the other hand, recall from Lemma 2.2 that tn&2u(t: ) tends to a finite
number as t  . Therefore,
L(: , )# lim
t  
L(: , t)=0, (3.18)
Let t1 be the unique number such that u(t1 , : )=1. If t>t1 , then u(t, : )<1,
and so P(: , t)>0 and
L(: , t)=&|

t
P(: , {) {n&1 d{<0. (3.19)
Now we compare L(: , t) with L(:i , t) at the second intersection point
t=bi . If i is sufficiently large, then by (3.17) and (3.19) we simply get
L(: , bi)<L(:i , bi). (3.20)
Since u(bi , : )=u(bi , :i), we have:
&(n&2) u$(bi , : ) u(bi , : ) bn&1i &u$(bi , : )
2 bni
<&(n&2) u$(bi , :i) u(bi , :i) bn&1i &u$(bi , :i)
2 bni , (3.21)
that is
(n&2)(u$(bi , : )&u$(bi , :i)) u(bi , : ) bn&1i
+(u$(bi , : )2&u$(bi , :i)2) bni >0. (3.22)
Note that both u(t, : ) and u(t, :i) are decreasing in (0, ), and since :i<: ,
we see that at the second intersection point we have
u$(bi , :i)<u$(bi , : )<0. (3.23)
Combining (3.22) and (3.23) we get
(n&2) u(bi , : ) bn&1i +(u$(bi , : )+u$(bi , :i)) b
n
i >0, (3.24)
and this in turn, with (3.23), implies
(n&2) u(bi , : ) bn&1i +2u$(bi , : ) b
n
i >0,
so then
(n&2) u(bi , : ) bn&2i +2u$(bi , : ) b
n&1
i >0. (3.25)
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We shall show that (3.25) contradicts the fact that u(t, : ) is a fast decaying
solution. Let 0<c< be such that
lim
t  
u(t, : ) tn&2=c>0. (3.26)
It follows from (2.2) that tn&1u$(t, : ) is a decreasing function of t. Thus
limt   tn&1u$(t, : ) exists. By L’Hospital’s rule we have
c= lim
t  
tn&2u(t, : )= lim
t  
u(t, : )
t2&n
= lim
t  
u$(t, : )
(2&n) tn&1
=
1
2&n
lim
t  
tn&1u$(t, : ),
which leads to
lim
t  
tn&1u$(t, : )=(2&n) c<0. (3.27)
Combining (3.26), (3.27) we obtain:
lim
t  
(n&2) tn&2u(t, : )+2tn&1u$(t, : )
=(n&2) c+2(2&n) c=(2&n) c<0. (3.28)
Since bi   as i  , it is evident that (3.25) contradicts (3.28). This
proves the lemma.
Lemma 3.3. u(t, : ) intersects u(t, :) exactly once in (0, ) for any : # A.
Proof. Suppose this lemma is not true. Define a subset A1 of A by
A1 : =[: | : # A, u(t, : ) intersects u(t, :) at least twice in (0, )] (3.29)
By the assumption, A1 is not empty. Since (0, =) & A1=<, so A1 {A,
where = is from Lemma 3.2.
Define
:^ :=inf[: | : # A1]. (3.30)
Then :^=>0. Note that A1 is an open subset of A, which follows from the
continuous dependence of solutions of initial value problems for ordinary
differential equations. Also, A is an open subset of (0, ), which in turn
implies that A1 is an open subset of (0, ). So we have
:^  A1 .
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By the definition of :^ in (3.30), there exists a sequence [:j]j=1 such that
:j # A and limj   :j=:^. Let [ej]j=1 be a sequence of values of t at which
u(t, : ) and u(t, :j) have the second intersection point. Then
lim
j  
ej=. (3.31)
Now we turn to consider equation (3.3). Without loss of generality, we can
suppose that for all ej , j=1, 2, ..., n, it holds that u(ej , : )<1. Let x(s, :) be
as in (3.2). Then x(s, : ) intersects x(s, :j) at sj=log ej . Let d be as in (3.7),
and choose T sufficiently large such that
E(x(T , :^))<
d
2
<0, (3.32)
and
x(x, : ) is decreasing for s>T . (3.33)
Note that (3.32) follows from (3.6) and (3.33) follows from Lemma 2.2.
Now we choose a subsequence of [:j]j=1 , and for simplicity of notation,
we still denote it by [:j]j=1 , such that
sj>T , and E(x(T , :j))<
d
4
<0, for all j.
By (3.5) we find that
E(x(sj , :j))<
d
4
<0 for all j, (3.34)
Since x(s, : ) is decreasing at sj at which x(s, : ) intersects with x(s, :j) for
the second time, we obtain
x$(sj , :j)<x$(sj , : )<0,
or
x$(sj , :j)2>x$(sj , : )2>0.
By (3.6), we have
E(x(sj , :j))>E(x(sj , : )). (3.35)
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Combining (3.31), (3.34) and (3.35), we get
lim
s  
inf E(x(s, : ))
d
4
<0.
But this contradicts the fact that lims   E(x(s, : ), : )=0. The proof is
completed.
Remark 3.4. In the general case when f (u) is a given nonlinearity
satisfying (f1f2), the conclusions of Lemmas 3.13.3 hold if : is defined in
a similar way to (3.12). The proof of Lemma 3.2 in the general case is
exactly the same as above. Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 can be established
with a slightly modified approach. We may make use of an ‘‘energy function’’
argument by introducing
M(t, :)=t2n&2[u$2(t, :)2+F(u(t, :))],
instead of E(u(:, t)).
4. CROSSING SOLUTIONS NEAR u(t, : )
The main purpose of this section is to show that all the solutions with
initial value : slightly bigger than : must be crossing solutions. As in
[7, 13], and [16, 17], we employ a Kolodner-Coffman method. For a
given solution u(t, :), define its variational function as
$(t, :)#
u(t, :)
:
, (4.1)
which satisfies
$"+
n&1
t
$$+ f $(u) $=0
(4.2)
$(0)=1, $$(0)=0.
It follows from lemma 3.3 that $(t, : ) vanishes at most once in (0, ). In
the next lemma, we prove that $(t, : ) must vanish at least once.
Lemma 4.1. Let u(t, :) be a fast decaying solution or a crossing solution.
Then $(t, :) vanishes at least once in (0, b(:)), where b(:) may be +.
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Proof. From (1.4) and (4.2) we get
(tn&1u$)$=&tn&1f (u), (4.3)
(tn&1$$)$=&tn&1f $(u) $. (4.4)
Multiply (4.3), (4.4) by $, u, respectively and after subtraction we have
(tn&1(u$$&u$$))$=&tn&1 $( f (u)&uf $(u)). (4.5)
Now if u(t, :) is a crossing solution with 0<b(:)<+, and $(t, :) does
not vanish in (0, b(:)), then
u(t, :)>0 for t # (0, b(:)), u(b(:), :)=0, u$(b(:), :)<0, (4.6)
and
$(t, :)0 for t # (0, b(:)), where the equality may hold only at b(:).
(4.7)
Let t=b(:) in (4.5), we obtain
b(:)n&1u$(b(:)) $(b(:))=&|
b(:)
0
tn&1$(t)( f (u)&uf $(u)) dt.
By (4.6) and (4.7) we see that the left side is nonpositive. While the right
side is positive due to (4.7) and the fact that f (u)&uf $(u)<0, t # (0, b(:)),
yielding a contradiction.
Next we consider the case when u(t, :) is a fast decaying solution.
Suppose that $(t, :) never vanishes in (0, ). Then
$(t, :)>0 for all t # (0, ). (4.8)
By (4.4) we see that
lim
t  
tn&1$$=c1<0 exists, where c1 may be &. (4.9)
By (4.4) and (4.8) we see that $(t, :) is decreasing. Integrating both sides
of (4.5) we obtain
tn&1(u$$&u$$)=&|
t
0
{n&1$( f (u)&uf $(u)) d{>0, t # (0, ). (4.10)
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Therefore u$$&u$$>0, t # (0, ), which implies u(t, :)$(t, :) is strictly
increasing in (0, ). Thus
u(t, :) tn&2
$(t, :) tn&2
is strictly increasing in (0, ). (4.11)
Since limt   u(t, :) tn&2=c>0, there is a c such that
lim
t  
u(t, :) tn&2
$(t, :) tn&2
=c . (4.12)
If c<+, then limt   $(t, :) tn&2=cc<+. By the L’Hospital’s
rule and (4.9), we have
lim
t  
$(t, :) tn&2= lim
t  
$(t, :)
t2&n
=
1
2&n
lim
t  
$$(t, :) tn&1.
Thus
lim
t  
$$(t, :) tn&1=(2&n)
c
c
. (4.13)
If c=+, then we get
lim
t  
$$(t, :) tn&1=0. (4.14)
Combining (4.9), (4.134.14) and from that limt   tn&1u$=(2&n) c<0,
limt   u(t, :)=0, and limt   $(t, :)#c30 (which exists since $(t, :) is
monotonically decreasing), we have
lim
t  
tn&1(u$$&u$$)= lim
t  
(tn&1u$) $& lim
t  
u(tn&1$$)
=(2&n) cc20.
On the other hand, by (4.5), we have limt   tn&1(u$$&u$$)>0, a
contradiction. The proof is completed.
Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 4.1 imply that $(t, : ) has a unique zero, say, t={
in (0, ), and
$(t, : )>0 for t # (0, {), $({, : )=0, $(t, : )<0 for t>{.
(4.15)
In the following, we shall show that there are some numbers *>0 such
that t*$(t, : )  &, as t  . Before doing this, we give an identity
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involving u(t) and $(t). This identity was used in [7, 16] and can be
verified by routine calculation, so we omit its proof.
Lemma 4.2. Let u, $ be the solutions of (1.4), (4.2) respectively. Then
[tn&1(tu)" $&(tu)$ $$]$=&tn&1$[3f (u)&uf $(u)]. (4.16)
Define
w#w*(t, :)#w*(t)=t*u(t, :). (4.17)
Then w satisfies the equation
w"+(n&1&2*)
w$
t
+*(*+2&n)
w
t2
+t*f (u)=0. (4.18)
Note that if
2
q&1
<*<n&2. (4.19)
Then
lim
t  
w*(t, :)=0 if u(t, :) is a fast decaying solution, (4.20)
and
lim
t  
w*(t, :)= if u(t, :) is a slowly decaying solution. (4.21)
Let
y#y*(t, :)#
w*(t, :)
:
=
t*(t, :)
:
=t*
u(t, :)
:
=t*$(t, :). (4.22)
Then y satisfies the equation
y"+(n&1&2*)
y$
t
+*(*+2&n)
y
t2
+ f $(u) y=0. (4.23)
Note that y(t, : ) has the same zero point as $(t, : ), and (4.15) holds if $
is replaced by y. Let ** be defined by
**={
n&1
2
1
2
if n>3
if n=3,
(4.24)
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then ** satisfies (4.19). When n>3, y**(t, : ) satisfies
y"+\(n&1)(3&n)4t2 + f $(u)+ y=0. (4.25)
By (3.26), we have u(t, : )tct2&n as t  , and this implies,
f $(u)=quq&1tqcq&1t(2&n)(q&1) as t  . (4.26)
But (2&n)(q&1)<&4, since q>(n+2)(n&2), so the coefficient of
the second term in (4.25) is eventually negative, and in fact, for some
sufficiently large T>0 we have
y**<0, y"**<0, and
(n&1)(3&n)
2t2
<
(n&1)(3&n)
4t2
+ f $(u)<
(n&1)(3&n)
8t2
for t>T.
(4.27)
Thus y**(t, : ) is eventually monotone, so we can define
y # lim
t  
y**(t, : ). (4.28)
Obviously &y0, and
(i) if y>&, then y$**(t, : )  0 as t  ;
(4.29)
(ii) if y=&, then y$**(t, : )<0 for large t.
When n=3, we have, by substituting **= 12 , n=3 into (4.23)
y"+
y$
t
&
y
4t2
+ f $(u) y=0. (4.30)
That is
(ty$)+t \f $(u)& 14t2+ y=0. (4.31)
Since u(t, : )tc } t&1 as t  , we have f $(u)tqcq&1t1&q. Since 1&q<
&4, the coefficient of the second term in (4.31) is also negative for large t.
In fact, a similar inequality to (4.27) holds. As a consequence, ty$** is
eventually monotonically decreasing, so then
lim
t  
ty$**(t, : )#l exists, &l<+.
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If l>&, we have
lim
t  
t12y$**(t, : )=0. (4.32)
On the other hand, if l=&, then for some sufficiently large t0 we have
ty$**(t, : )<&1 for tt0 , and, if t>t0 ,
y**(t, : )=|
t
t0
y$**(t, : ) dt+ y**(t0 , : )
=|
t
t0
ty$**(t, : )
t
dt+ y**(t0 , :)
<&|
t
t0
1
t
dt+ y**(t0 , : ).
Letting t tend to , we get limt   y(t, : )=&.
Note that ty$** is eventually monotone, so y** is eventually monotone
and we can define y , as in the case n>3, to be the limit of y**(t, : ) as
t  . We also have &<y0. If y>&, then l>& and (4.32)
holds. Similar to (4.29), we have
(i) if y>&, then t12y$**(t, : )  0 as t  ;
(4.33)
(ii) if y=&, then y$**(t, : )<0 for large t.
In the next lemma we shall show that case (i) of (4.29) and (4.33) cannot
happen.
Lemma 4.3. If ** is defined by (4.24), then y**(t, : ) approaches & as
t  .
Proof. We prove this lemma by employing identities (4.5) and (4.16).
After integrating both identities over (0, ), we get
lim
t  
tn&1(u$$&u$$)=&|

0
tn&1$( f (u)&uf $(u)) dt, (4.34)
lim
t  
tn&1((tu)"$&(tu)$ $$)=&|

0
tn&1$(3(u)&uf $(u)) dt. (4.35)
If n>3 and suppose to the contrary that case (i) of (4.29) occurs. Then
t(n&1)2$(t, : )  y>&, and (t (n&1)2$(t, : ))$  0 as t  , which imply
(recall that (n&1)2>1),
$(t, : )  0 t$$(t, : )  0 as t  . (4.36)
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Recall that tn&1u$(t, : ) and tn&2u(t, : ) approach some finite constants as
t  . We have
lim
t  
tn&1(u$$&u$$)= lim
t  
(tn&1u$) $& lim
t  
(tn&1u)(t$$)=0,
and
lim
t  
tn&1((tu)"$&(tu)$ $$)
= lim
t  
((3&n)(tn&1u$) $&tnf (u) $&(tn&1u)(t$$)&(tn&1u$)(t$$))=0.
(Note that tnf (u) approaches zero since eventually its growth order is less
than &2). These identities imply
|

0
tn&1$( f (u)&uf $(u)) dt=0,
|

0
tn&1$(3f (u)&uf $(u)) dt=0.
So we have
|

0
tn&1$( pf (u)&uf $(u)) dt=0, (4.37)
|

0
tn&1$(qf (u)&uf $(u)) dt=0. (4.38)
But, in any case, at least one of (4.37), (4.38) cannot be true. For instance,
if u({)>1, and { is defined as in (4.15), letting t1 be the unique value such
that u(t1 , : )=1, then
|

0
tn&1$( pf (u)&uf $(u)) dt=|

t1
tn&1$( p&q) uq dt>0.
So we get a contradiction, and the lemma is proved for n>3. If n=3, then
the same argument still works, since case (i) of (4.33) will also imply (4.36).
Now we can obtain our main result of this section, which can be accom-
plished by showing.
Lemma 4.4. There exists a sufficiently small number #>0 such that any
solution u(t, :) with initial height : # (: , : +#] is a crossing solution.
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Proof. We prove this lemma for n>3. In case n=3, the proof is
similar, and we omit it. Recall that $(t, : ) has a unique zero in (0, ). It
follows that there exist constants #0>0 sufficiently small, and T0>T>0
sufficiently large (T is defined in (4.27)), such that for each : # (: , : +#0],
u(t, :) intersects u(t, : ) exactly once in (0, T0).
Now we choose :1 # (: , : +#0], :1 sufficiently close to :. Define
w1=w**(t, :1)=t(n&2)2u(t, :1),
and write w =t(n&1)2u(t, : ). Let
v=w1&w . (4.39)
In view of (4.27) and (ii) of (4.29), we may assume v(T0)<0, v$(T0)<0.
Note that v satisfies
v"+
(n&1)(3&n)
4t2
v+t(n&2)2( f (u(t, :1))& f (u(t, : )))=0.
That is,
v"+\(n&1)(3&n)4t2 + f $(!(t))+ v=0, !(t) # (u(t, :1), u(t, : )). (4.40)
If u(t, :1) is a slowly (fast) decaying positive solution, we have w1  
(w1  0) by (4.20) or (4.21). In both cases, we can find some T1>T0 such
that
v(T1)<0, v$(T1)=0, v(t) has a local minimum at t=T1 . (4.41)
But, on the other hand, by (4.27) and (4.40), we have
v"(T1)<0,
which leads to a contradiction. This shows that u(t, :1) is a crossing
solution. The proof is completed.
Remark 4.5. More generally, if f (u) is not given by (1.3), then the
conclusions of Lemmas 4.14.4 also hold under assumptions (f1)(f2) with
the same proof.
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In this section, we shall complete the proof of the main results. At first,
we state and prove two lemmas which assert that the variational functions
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of a crossing solution has exactly one zero in (0, b(:)). Recall that
in Lemma 4.4 we have shown that u(t, :) is a crossing solution if
: # (: , : +#].
Lemma 5.1. There exists : # (: , : +#] such that the variational function
$(t, :) has exactly one zero in (0, b(:)).
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, $(t, :) must vanish at least once in (0, b(:)), for
all : # (: , : +#]. If the assertion if Lemma 5.1 is not true, then for any
: # (: , : +#], $(t, :) has at least two zeros in (0, b(:)). Set
b =inf[b(:) | : # (: , : +#)], (5.1)
Since b(:)   as :  : , :>: , b can be attained by some :^ # (: , : +#],
namely, b(:^)=b . We can suppose b(:)>b for all : # (: , :^).
Since $(t, :^) has at least two zeros in (0, b ), u(t, :) and u(t, :^) have at
least two intersection points in (0, b ) for some : <:<:^. Because of
b(:)>b , there is a third intersection point of these two solutions in (0, b ).
As we decrease :, the second and third intersection points cannot approach
the first intersection point or (b , 0), nor can they coincide. But u(t, : )
has only one intersection point with u(t, :^) in (0, b ). This is true if # is
sufficiently small by the proof of Lemma 4.4. for if necessary, we may
choose another number less than #. Thus we obtain a contradiction. The
proof is completed.
Lemma 5.2. If u(t, :), :>0 is a crossing solution, then $(t, :) does not
have a second zero point exactly at b(:).
Proof. The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.4.
We employ identities (4.5) and (4.16). Suppose to the contrary that for
some :>0, u(t, :) is a crossing solution, and $(t, :) has a first zero at
{: # (0, b(:)) and the second zero at b(:). Then
$(t, :)>0, for t # (0, {:), $(t, :)<0 for t # ({: , b(:)).
(5.2)
$(b(:), :)=0, $$(b(:), :)>0.
By (4.5) and (4.16) we have
|
b(:)
0
tn&1$( f (u)&uf $(u)) dt=0,
|
b(:)
0
nn&1$(3f (u)&uf $(u)) dt=bn(:) u$(b(:)) $$(b(:))<0.
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Thus for any ;>1, we have
|
b(:)
0
tn&1$(;f (u)&uf $(u))<0. (5.3)
But, similar to the proof in Lemma 4.3, we can see that, in any case, (5.3)
cannot be true simultaneously for both ;= p>1 and ;=q>1, and so the
proof is completed.
Now we are in a position to complete the proof of our main theorems.
Proof of Theorem 1. We simply set :*=: . By the definition of : , we see
that all solutions u(t, :) in 0<:<:* are slowly decaying. By Lemma 3.1,
u(t, :*) is a fast decaying solution. By Lemma 3.3, u(t, :*) intersects with
u(t, :), 0<:<:*, exactly once in t>0. So (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 are
proved.
It follows from Lemma 4.4 that any solution u(t, :) with : slightly bigger
than :* is a crossing solution. By Lemma 5.1, there is some :^>:* such
that u(t, :) is a crossing solution, and $(t, :^) vanishes exactly once in
(0, b(:)), so then $(b(:^), :^)<0. By differentiating u(b(:), :)=0 with
respect to :, we have
u$(b(:), :) b$(:)+$(b(:), :)=0.
So
b$(:)=&
$(b(:), :)
u$(b(:), :)
<0, (5.4)
which shows that b(:) is a decreasing solution of : near :^. As we increase
: from :^, by using a continuity argument (see [16, 17]), we can see that
the number of zeros of $(t, :) cannot increase, otherwise at some time,
$(t, :) has exactly one second zero at b(:). But this has been excluded by
Lemma 5.2. If we decrease : from :^ to :*, the same argument works. So
we conclude that for any :>:*, u(t, :) is a crossing solution and b(:) is
a strictly decreasing function. The proof is completed.
Proof of Theorem 2. In view of Theorem 1, we only need to prove the
existence of solutions to problem (1.1). By the continuous dependence of
solutions to initial value problems for ordinary differential equations, we
see that b(:) tends to infinity as : approaches :* from above. While b(:)
tends to zero when :   (see [3, 9]). Thus b(:) ranges from 0 to , and
for any given ball 0 with radius b>0, there is one (and only one) : such
that b(:)=b. The proof is completed.
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